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Surface conductivity of Si(100) and Ge(100) surfaces determined from four-point transport
measurements using an analytical N-layer conductance model
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An analytical N -layer model for charge transport close to a surface is derived from the solution of Poisson’s
equation and used to describe distance-dependent electrical four-point measurements on the microscale. As
the N -layer model comprises a surface channel, multiple intermediate layers, and a semi-infinite bulk, it can
be applied to semiconductors in combination with a calculation of the near-surface band bending to model
very precisely the measured four-point resistance on the surface of a specific sample and to extract a value
for the surface conductivity. For describing four-point measurements on sample geometries with mixed 2D-3D
conduction channels, often a very simple parallel-circuit model has so far been used in the literature, but the
application of this model is limited, as there are already significant deviations, when it is compared to the lowest
possible case of the N -layer model, i.e., the three-layer model. Furthermore, the N -layer model is applied to
published distance-dependent four-point resistance measurements obtained with a multitip scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) on germanium(100) and silicon(100) with different bulk doping concentrations resulting in
the determination of values for the surface conductivities of these materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the downscaling of modern nanoelectronic devices
the surface-to-volume ratio increases continuously and the
surface becomes increasingly important as an additional
conductance channel for charge transport. To assess the
influence of this surface channel on the device performance
or even be able to use it as a functional unit, a reliable value
for the two-dimensional surface conductivity has to be known.
However, the determination of the surface conductivity from
electrical four-point measurements is quite a challenging task,
as the main difficulty is to separate the 2D conductance at the
surface from the conductance through other channels, e.g., the
bulk and the space charge layer.

Often indirect measurement methods are used for the
separation of the 2D conductance at the surface, but these
methods have special requirements on the material and
the preparation of the sample under study. For example,
one method for separating the surface conductivity is based
on the comparison of measurements before and after quench-
ing the surface states by adsorption of atoms or molecules
[1–5]. The adsorption species has to be chosen specifically
for the material under study and for the quenched system
several conditions have to be carefully confirmed. First, all
of the surface states have to be quenched and, secondly, the
conductivity of the near-surface space charge region has to
remain unchanged under the influence of the adsorbed surface
layer. Thirdly, no additional surface conductance has to be
induced by the adsorbed layer. If one of these conditions is not
fulfilled, the experiments based on the difference method can
result in underestimated values for the surface conductivity.

Here, we present a generic N -layer conductance model, free
of such requirements, for describing the measured four-point
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resistance on samples consisting of a surface channel, a space
charge region due to the near-surface band bending and a
semi-infinite bulk. No special sample preparation is necessary
and the model can directly be applied to the raw data, which
in combination with a calculation of the conductivity profile
in the space charge region permits to extract the value for
the surface conductivity from distance-dependent four-point
measurements.

First, we compare a very simple model often used to
describe measurements on samples with mixed 2D-3D conduc-
tion channels, the parallel-circuit model, to the N -layer model,
and point out that the application of the parallel-circuit model
is very limited, as there are already significant deviations if the
N -layer model is reduced to the simplest case of a three-layer
model (N = 3). Secondly, we apply the N -layer model to
different distance-dependent four-point measurements from
the literature obtained with a multitip scanning tunneling
microscope on the semiconductors Ge(100) and Si(100) with
different types and concentrations of doping, and determine
values for the surface conductivity of these materials. In the
appendix, the analytical derivation of the N-layer model, a
comparison for different values of N and an error discussion
are shown.

II. MIXED 2D-3D CONDUCTION CHANNELS

For pure 2D or pure 3D charge transport, there exist simple
analytic relations between the measured four-point resistance
and the conductivity. For an equidistant probe setup with
a distance s between the tips, the following equations are
obtained for a 2D sheet and a 3D half-space [6], respectively,

R
4p

2D = ln 2

πσ2D
and R

4p

3D = 1

2πσ3D
s−1 (1)
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with the 2D surface conductivity σ2D and the 3D bulk con-
ductivity σ3D. The equation for the 2D case shows a constant
four-point resistance, independent of the probe spacing, while
the conductance through a 3D channel depends on the spacing
s. Due to this characteristic probe-spacing dependency, it is
possible to distinguish between 2D and 3D channels from
distance-dependent four-point measurements. However, if a
sample consists of a mixed 2D-3D geometry, e.g., a conducting
sheet on a conducting substrate, these two equations cannot
be applied any more. Often, a simple approximation of a
parallel-circuit consisting of the four-point resistance of the
surface and the bulk according to Eq. (1) is used [7,8],

R
4p

‖ (s) =
(

1

R
4p

2D

+ 1

R
4p

3D(s)

)−1

, (2)

but this approach has restrictions and shortcomings, as it can
be seen in the following.

In the parallel-circuit model, a complete separation of the
surface conductance channel and the bulk is assumed. The
splitting of the injection current between the surface and the
bulk only takes place at the injection points and depends on
the ratio of the four-point resistances of the two individual
layers. However, the two-point resistance, and not the four-
point resistance, should determine, which amount of current
flows through the surface channel and which part through the
bulk [9]. Therefore the exact current path through the sample
depends also on details of the injection, e.g., the tip diameter,
which are not included in the parallel-circuit model. The most
important point, however, is the fact that in the approximation
of the parallel-circuit model the current is injected equally
into the surface channel and the bulk, and any influence of a
possible near-surface space charge region, which particularly
exists in semiconductors, is neglected. However, especially
this space charge region has a significant influence on the
charge transport through the sample, as it will be discussed in
the following.

A different approach presented in [10] uses an approxi-
mation for the surface current to solve the current continuity
equations for 2D and 3D resulting in a combination of both
2D and 3D conduction channels. This approach removes the
artificial separation between surface and bulk and uses a real
injection geometry with extended tips, but it takes only into
account a two-layer structure consisting of the surface and the
bulk, so that the results are very similar to the parallel-circuit
model. Any additional conductivity distribution between the
surface and the bulk caused by a space charge region is
neglected, which is also the major restriction in the parallel-
circuit model. For this reason, the model can only be applied,
if no near-surface band bending occurs and a sharp transition
between surface and bulk exists.

Another approach published in Ref. [11] attempts to
describe the deviation from a pure 3D conductance behavior
caused by an additional 2D channel with an expansion of
distance-dependent terms, and introduces an effective conduc-
tivity consisting of the bulk conductivity and a value for the
deviation from the pure 3D case. However, although this model
may also be able to treat deviations caused by a near-surface
space charge region, it is not suitable to determine a value for
the surface conductivity, as the deviations from the pure 3D

conductance are only indicated by one numerical value, which
cannot be easily interpreted as a physical quantity.

In Ref. [12], a computational method is described using no
longer an analytical model for the four-point resistance but
a finite element calculation for approximating the different
conduction channels in the sample. In this case, also the
near-surface space charge layer between the surface channel
and the 3D bulk can be taken into account. However, as the
surface channel has only a depth of several angstrom, while the
space charge layer may be extended up to several micrometers,
very different length scales are involved, so that the finite
element calculation of the complete sample geometry can be
very sophisticated and computationally time consuming.

The best way to point out the important role of the space
charge region, which is especially important for semiconduc-
tors, and the limited applicability of a two-layer model, like the
parallel-circuit model, is a comparison of the four-point resis-
tance with the lowest N -layer model including the influence of
the space charge region, i.e., the three-layer model. Apart from
the surface layer and the bulk region this three-layer model
uses only one additional layer to approximate the space charge
region, but despite this quite rough approximation it is able to
describe four-point resistance measurement values much better
than the parallel-circuit model and was successfully applied
to determine the surface conductivity of the Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surface [13].

In Fig. 1(a), the calculated distance-dependent four-point
resistance for the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface on an n-doped
substrate (700 �cm) is shown (orange line) located between
the two limiting cases of pure surface conductance (dotted
blue line) and pure bulk conductance (dotted red line). The
calculation is based on the three-layer model with parameters
obtained in Ref. [13] and assumes an equidistant linear tip
configuration with a tip spacing s. Using the same parameters
for surface and bulk conductivity the four-point resistance
expected from the parallel-circuit model according to Eq. (2)
is plotted as solid black line, which exhibits a very strong
deviation from the curve based on the three-layer model.
The major reason for this behavior is the absence of the
additional space charge layer between surface and bulk in
the parallel-circuit model. In the case of the Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surface on an n-doped Si substrate with σB = 0.14 S/m, the
ratio between the average conductivity of the space charge
region σSC and the bulk can be estimated as σSC/σB = 0.002
[13]. For smaller values of this ratio, the deviation of the
three-layer model from the parallel-circuit model increases
and the calculated four-point resistance approaches the 2D
case (magenta curve). On the other hand, if the ratio becomes
larger, the deviation between the two models decreases (green
and blue curves). However, only if the ratio σSC/σB is close to
1 (red curve), the deviation between both models is so small,
that the parallel-circuit model can be used as approximation
without a large error. This error is smallest, if the near-surface
space charge region vanishes completely, and in this case,
the parallel-circuit model is a suitable simple approach to
approximate the four-point resistance of a two-layer structure
consisting of a 2D and a 3D conduction channel.

The significant influence of the space charge region can also
be deduced from the amount of current flowing through the
surface compared to the totally injected current. In Fig. 1(b),
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FIG. 1. (a) Calculated four-point resistance of the Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surface with a bulk conductivity of σB = 0.14 S/m and a surface
conductivity of σS = 5.14 × 10−6 S/� as a function of the equidistant
probe distance s and with the ratio σSC/σB between the conductivities
of the space charge layer and the bulk as additional parameter (colored
curves). The orange curve located between the two limiting cases of
pure 2D and pure 3D conductance (dotted blue and red curves) is
based on measurements [13], while the magenta, green, blue, and
red curves correspond to variations of the ratio σSC/σB over several
orders of magnitude. The black curve results from the description
by the parallel-circuit model without considering an additional space
charge layer between surface and bulk. In the inset, the equidistant
linear tip arrangement with the outer current-injecting tips and the
inner voltage-measuring tips is shown. (b) Calculated percentage of
surface current Isurf as a function of the ratios σS z−1

S /σB between the
surface conductivity and the bulk (zS = 3 Å), and σSC/σB between
the conductivity of the space charge layer and the bulk. The colored
points correspond to the position of the curves in (a). Inside the
region marked by the two dotted lines the parallel-circuit model can
be applied for describing the four-point resistance on the surface with
an error of less than 10%.

the calculated percentage of surface current is shown in
dependence of the conductivity ratios between space charge
layer and bulk σSC/σB and the surface and bulk σS z−1

S /σB

(thickness of surface layer zS ≈ 3 Å) for a constant tip

distance of s = 50 μm. The calculation is again based on
the three-layer model and on parameters obtained in Ref. [13]
for the measurements of the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface. For a
vanishing space charge layer, i.e., σSC/σB ≈ 1, the amount
of surface current approximately only depends on the ratio
σS z−1

S /σB and increases with an increasing ratio. However, if
the influence of the space charge layer becomes larger, i.e.,
if the ratio σSC/σB deviates from 1, the contour lines in the
plot get distorted, so that for large ratios the amount of surface
current is reduced and for small ratios enhanced.

The reason for this behavior is that the conductivity of the
space charge layer controls the current injection into the bulk
below. If the near-surface band bending leads to a depletion
zone or an inversion zone so that the average conductivity in the
space charge region is significantly reduced compared to the
bulk, then this region behaves as a blocking region preventing
the injected current to flow through the bulk, even if it has
a very high conductivity. This results in an enhanced surface
domination of charge transport, which cannot be considered in
the parallel-circuit model. Further details and a visualization
of the depth-dependent current density inside the sample are
shown in Appendix A.

In conclusion, the parallel-circuit model has only a very
limited applicability within a certain range of conductivity
parameters, where the space charge region does not play a
significant role for the current transport. In Fig. 1(b), the dotted
lines indicate the region, inside which the parallel-circuit
model can be applied to four-point resistance measurements
with an error of less than 10%. Inside this region, the contour
lines of the color plot are approximately perpendicular to the
x axis indicating that the surface current is nearly independent
of the ratio σSC/σB , which is an essential requirement for the
application of the parallel-circuit model. For comparison, the
four colored points indicate the positions of the resistance
curves from Fig. 1(a). Only the red curve, which is very
close to the parallel-circuit model, is located inside the dotted
region, while the orange curve representing a measurement of
the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface on an n-doped substrate is clearly
outside the region.

Although the three-layer model is obviously better suitable
to describe measurement data over a wider range of conduc-
tivity parameters than the parallel-circuit model, it still has a
basic restriction: the very rough description of the space charge
region by only a single layer. Especially for semiconductors,
which can have a very strong band bending near the surface,
this can be a major drawback. For this reason, the three-layer
model should be refined by introducing more layers resulting in
an N -layer model, which is discussed in the following section.

III. THE N-LAYER MODEL

The three-layer model offers only a rough approximation
of the space charge region described by only a single layer
with an average conductivity and average thickness. However,
the conductivity profile in this region can exhibit a very strong
dependence on the z position, and, especially, if an inversion
layer is formed in the near-surface region, the description
by a single layer is not sufficient any more. Therefore we
try to approximate the space charge region by more than
one layer and present an N -layer model for charge transport
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consisting of a thin surface layer, N − 2 layers for the
near-surface space charge region, and a semi-infinite bulk.
Such a multilayer model was first proposed by Schumann
and Gardner [14–16] and primarily applied to the method of
spreading resistance measurements [17–19], but also extended
to four-point measurements [20] for determining individual
sheet conductivities. However, as far as we know, it has not
yet been used for obtaining the conductivity of surface states of
semiconductors in combination with a calculated conductivity
profile of the space charge region as input.

A detailed description and mathematical derivation of the
N -layer model is shown in Appendix B. In Appendix C,
the N -layer model is compared to the three-layer model in
general and the applicability of both models is discussed. In
the following section, the application of the N -layer model is
demonstrated and it is used to obtain values for the surface
conductivity of the Ge(100) and Si(100) surfaces.

IV. APPLICATION OF THE N-LAYER MODEL

The advantage of the N -layer model is that it can be
used for evaluation of all distance-dependent four-probe
resistance measurements without the need of any special
sample preparation before the measurement, e.g., in order
to quench the surface states [1–4], or special measurement
conditions, e.g., varying the temperature [21–23]. For this
reason, we apply the N -layer model to already published
data of the semiconductor surfaces Ge(100) and Si(100),
which were described previously by either pure 2D or pure
3D conductance, but not by a mixed transport channel. In
combination with the N -layer model, it is now possible to
take into account simultaneously the current transport through
the 2D surface and through the 3D bulk both influenced by
the presence of the near-surface space charge layer, and to
determine values for the surface conductivities of the materials
from these measurements.

A. Germanium(100)

Distance-dependent four-point transport measurements on
the Ge(100) surface were published by Wojtaszek et al. [24].
They used a room-temperature, ultra-high vacuum multitip
STM and carried out four-point resistance measurements on
Ge(100) substrates with different bulk doping concentration
and type. A symmetric linear probe configuration was used,
where the outer current-injecting tips have a distance D and
the inner voltage-measuring tips are separated by the distance
s. The complete setup is symmetric with respect to the center
plane of the tip positioning line. In Fig. 2(a), the experimental
data for a p-type Ga-doped sample with a nominal bulk
resistivity of 0.1–0.5 � cm are shown [24]. The measured
four-point resistance is plotted as a function of the spacing
s between the voltage-measuring tips and with the distance
D between the current-injecting tips as additional parameter.
In the framework of the publication [24], these data were
described by a pure 3D conductance channel. However, it was
mentioned that there were some systematic deviations from the
3D model, which increasingly appear, if the voltage-measuring
tips approach the positions of the current-injecting tips, i.e.,
s/D � 0.7, but the origin of these deviations could not be

FIG. 2. (a) Four-point resistance of a p-doped Ge(100) sample
[nominal bulk resistivity (0.1–0.5) � cm] as function of probe
distance s between the inner voltage-measuring tips [24]. Different
colored data points correspond to different distances D in the
symmetric linear tip configuration shown in the inset. The solid lines
represent one single fit to all data points using the N -layer model for
charge transport, which results in σS = (2.9 ± 0.6) × 10−4 S/� and
ρB = (0.22 ± 0.01) � cm. The dotted lines indicate the expected
four-point resistances for a vanishing surface conductance channel,
i.e., σS = 0, taking into account only the space charge region and
the bulk. (b) The calculated conductivity profile of the space charge
layer as function of the depth z into the sample starting from the
surface. This profile is approximated with N = 20 layers and used as
input for the N -layer model. The band diagram in the inset shows the
surface pinning of the Fermi level EF (red) located 0.11 eV above
the valence-band edge and the resulting near-surface band bending
of the conduction band EC (green) and the valence band EV (blue).

explained quantitatively. In fact, for the symmetric linear tip
configuration, it is particularly the region with a ratio s/D close
to 1, where the setup is most sensitive to surface transport
and a possible surface conductance channel would have the
most influence on the measured four-point resistance. So,
it is reasonable to assume that the observed deviations are
caused by an additional 2D conductance channel through the
surface states of the Ge(100)-(2 × 1) surface, which cannot be
considered by the pure 3D model.

In order to describe this additional 2D transport channel
more quantitatively, we evaluate the existing data with the
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N -layer model. First, the near-surface band bending of the
p-type Ge(100) sample is calculated by solving Poisson’s
equation and using a Fermi level pinning at the surface
of ∼0.11 eV above the valence band [25–27]. For the
calculation of the conductivity, the z-dependent mobility is
approximated by the constant bulk value, as the variation in the
mobility is much less than the variation in the exponentially
dependent charge carrier density. Also a constant bulk doping
concentration is assumed and variations in the static charge
density, e.g., caused by ion diffusion, are not taken into
account, as this process is usually not known. However, if the
nature of ion diffusion is known, the modified z-dependent
bulk dopant distribution can be included in Poisson’s equation
for the calculation of the band bending. Figure 2(b) shows
the resulting calculated depth-dependent conductivity profile
of the space charge region consisting of a near-surface
accumulation layer. This conductivity profile is approximated
by a step function of (N − 2) steps (N = 20) determining the
values for σn and zn to be used as input for the N -layer model
(details in Appendix B). For the symmetric linear tip setup,
the four-point resistance according to the N -layer model can
be expressed as function of s and D by the equation

R4p(s,D) = 2

I

∫ ∞

0
[a0(k) + a1(k)]

[
J0

(
k

D − s

2

)

−J0

(
k

D + s

2

)]
dk , (3)

which is fitted to the measurement data resulting in the colored
solid curves shown in Fig. 2(a). All four curves for the different
values for the distance D correspond to only a single fit with the
surface conductivity σS and the bulk conductivity σB confined
close to the range of the nominal values as free parameters. As
the conductivity profile of the space charge region also depends
on the bulk conductivity, an iterative fitting process is applied,
which includes the calculation of the space charge region and
the fit to the data in each iteration. For values of σS = (2.9 ±
0.6) × 10−4 S/� and ρB = σ−1

B = (0.22 ± 0.01) � cm the it-
erative process converges and the best fit is obtained describing
the data very precisely throughout the complete measurement
range without any systematic deviations. A further advantage
is the resulting single value for each of the parameters σS and
σB , which is sufficient to describe precisely all four resistance
curves for the different distances D. In the case of a pure 3D
model, as it is used for the fitting process in Ref. [24], it is not
possible to model all four data sets with only one value for the
bulk conductivity σB . The 3D fit has to be applied separately
to each curve resulting in different values for σB spreading
by a relative deviation of ∼25%. However, the measured bulk
conductivity should not change during the variation of the tip
configuration by the distance D on the same substrate. This
reveals that, even if the transport in the sample is mostly 3D
dominated due to the highly conductive bulk and the weak
accumulation zone near the surface, a description of the data
by a pure 3D model is not sufficient and an additional 2D
channel has to be taken into account.

For validating the results for the additional surface con-
ductance channel and ensuring that the observed amount of
two-dimensional conductance is not merely caused by the
near-surface accumulation layer, the dotted colored curves in

FIG. 3. (a) Four-point resistance of an n-type doped, almost
intrinsic Ge(100) sample (nominal bulk resistivity ∼45 � cm) as
function of probe distance s between the inner voltage-measuring tips
[24]. Different colored data points correspond to different distances
D in the symmetric linear tip configuration [inset in Fig. 2(a)].
The solid lines represent a single fit to all data points using the
N -layer model for charge transport (N = 20), which results in σS =
(3.4 ± 0.2) × 10−4 S/� and ρB = (45 ± 22) � cm. The dotted lines
correspond to the expected four-point resistances without any surface
channel (σS = 0) taking into account only the bulk and the space
charge region. (b) Calculated conductivity profile of the space charge
region as function of the depth z from the surface (red line). The
approximated profile (green line) is used as input for the N -layer
model. In the upper inset, the complete range of the conductivity
profile of the space charge region exhibiting a shape of an inversion
layer is shown. The lower inset depicts the surface pinning of the
Fermi level EF (red) and the induced near-surface band bending of
the conduction band EC (green) and the valence band EV (blue).

Fig. 2(a) correspond to the expected four-point resistance for a
vanishing surface channel. In these curves, only the bulk con-
ductivity and the conductivity profile of the space charge region
according to Fig. 2(b) are taken into account, while the value
for the surface conductivity σS is set to zero. The clearly visible
deviation of the dotted curves from the measurement data ver-
ifies that an additional 2D surface conductance channel is nec-
essary for describing the measured four-point resistance, and,
therefore, proves the existence of conducting surface states.
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Figure 3(a) shows similar distance-dependent four-point
resistance measurements on an n-type doped, almost intrinsic
Ge(100) sample with a nominal bulk resistivity of ∼45 � cm
[24]. As the measurement data show an enhanced two-
dimensional character of conductance, a pure 2D model was
used in Ref. [24], which was justified by the presence of a
near-surface inversion layer totally preventing the current to
be injected into the bulk and acting as a 2D channel, which
confines the current close to the surface. However, any possible
presence of an additional 2D surface channel caused by surface
states was neglected. In this case, a further disentanglement
between the conductivity of the near-surface p-type part of the
inversion layer and the surface conductivity would be required.

So, we try again to describe the measurement data with
the N -layer model. The calculated conductivity profile of
the space charge region shows the expected inversion layer
depicted in Fig. 3(b). For the calculation, the transition region
between p-type and n-type of conduction has not been taken
into account and only the absolute value of the conductivity is
considered, but, as the majority of the current flows through
the near-surface p-type part of the inversion layer and through
the surface channel, this approximation should be suitable
in the present case. The conductivity profile is described
by a step function (green line) and used in combination
with the N -layer model for a fit to the data according to
Eq. (3). In Fig. 3(a), the two solid curves result from a
single fit with the parameters σS = (3.4 ± 0.2) × 10−4 S/�
and ρB = σ−1

B = (45 ± 22) � cm, and describe the data very
precisely. For verification, the dotted lines shown in Fig. 3(a)
again represent the expected four-point resistance without any
additional surface channel (σS = 0). The very strong deviation
from the measurement data indicates clearly that the observed
transport behavior cannot only be caused by the enhanced
conductivity close to the surface due to the inversion layer, but
that there has to be an additional surface conductance channel
also on the n-type sample.

If the results for the p-type and n-type Ge(100) samples
are compared, the values for the obtained surface conductivity
coincide within the error limits. This is expected, as the
surface states should not be influenced by the doping type
of the substrate. Thus this is another confirmation that really
the conductivity of the surface states was determined. By
combining the results of the p- and n-type sample, a more
precise value for the surface conductivity of the Ge(100)-
(2 × 1) surface of σS,Ge(100) = (3.1 ± 0.6) × 10−4 S/� can
be obtained.

B. Silicon(100)

Distance-dependent four-point resistance measurements on
p-type and n-type doped Si(100) substrates were carried out by
Polley et al. [9]. For the measurements, a room-temperature,
ultra-high vacuum multitip STM was used with a linear
equidistant tip configuration with spacing s between adjacent
tips. The current was injected by the outer tips and the potential
drop between the inner tips was measured. In Fig. 4(a), the
measured four-point resistance is shown as a function of the
tip distance s for an n-type (blue points) and a p-type (red
points) Si(100) substrate both with a nominal bulk resistivity
of (1–10) � cm. Although the bulk doping concentrations of p-

FIG. 4. (a) Four point resistance of a p-doped (red) and n-doped
(blue) Si(100)-(2 × 1) sample [nominal bulk resistivity (1–10) � cm]
as a function of the equidistant probe distance s reproduced from
[9]. Fits to the data based on the N -layer model are depicted by
the solid lines resulting in σS = (1.9 ± 1.4) × 10−4 S/� and ρB =
(7.5 ± 0.9) � cm (p-doped), and in σS = (1.6 ± 0.4) × 10−4 S/�
and ρB = (10 ± 7.5) � cm (n-doped). The dotted lines correspond
to the case of a vanishing surface channel (σS = 0). The inset shows
the equidistant tip configuration. (b) and (c) Calculated conductivity
profiles of the space charge region for the p- and n-doped samples
(red curves). The approximation by N = 20 layers (green curves)
is used for the N -layer model. In the insets, the near-surface band
bending of the conduction band EC (green) and the valence band EV

(blue) caused by the surface pinning of the Fermi level EF (red) due
to the surface states located ∼0.31 eV above the valence-band edge
is shown.
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and n-type sample are similar, the observed transport behavior
is completely different. In the p-type case, a 3D conduction
channel is more dominant, while in the n-type case the majority
of current flows through a 2D transport channel. Again, this
was explained by the presence of an inversion layer in the
n-type sample preventing the current to flow through the bulk.
So, the measured data were described in Ref. [9] by a pure
3D conductance model for the p-type substrate and by a pure
2D model in the n-type case. However, this approach cannot
consider any possible mixed 2D-3D conductance channels
through the space charge region and the bulk in both samples,
and, especially, neglects the two-dimensional surface state,
which should be present on the Si(100)-(2 × 1) surface [28].

For refining the description of the measured data on
the Si(100) substrates and for determining a value for the
conductivity of the Si(100)-(2 × 1) surface state, we use the
N -layer model. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the corresponding
conductivity profiles of the space charge region for the p-type
and n-type Si(100) substrates, respectively. For the calculation,
a Fermi level pinning of the surface states of ∼0.31 eV above
the valence band is used [23,28,29]. In the p-type case, a
depletion zone is formed close to the surface, while in the
n-type case an inversion layer separates the bulk from the
near-surface region. Again, the pn-transition is not considered
for the inversion layer, as the n-type bulk does not contribute
significantly to current transport. The approximation of the
conductivity profiles (green curves) is used as input for fitting
the respective measurement data in Fig. 4(a) according to
Eq. (B17). The results are depicted as solid curves in Fig. 4(a).
For the p-type sample, the fit parameters are σS = (1.9 ±
1.4) × 10−4 S/� for the surface conductivity and ρB = (7.5 ±
0.9) � cm for the bulk resistivity, which is confined to the
range of the nominal value. In the n-type case, the values are
σS = (1.6 ± 0.4) × 10−4 S/� and ρB = (10 ± 7.5) � cm.
The dotted colored curves in Fig. 4(a) correspond again to
the case of a vanishing surface conductivity, and show a large
deviation for the n-doped sample, while in the p-doped case,
the deviation is quite small, as the current transport is mostly
bulk dominated. So, the four-point resistance measurement
for the p-type sample in the chosen tip distance range is not
very surface sensitive, and the determined value for the surface
conductivity has quite a large error, even if the curve fits quite
well to the data. The fitted curve for the n-type substrate shows
some larger deviations due to a larger spread and a slight
increasing behavior of the data, which might be caused by
tip positioning errors or influence of the sample edges. Also
averaging of measurement results from several samples rather
than using single samples can lead to the visible behavior
of the data. However, the obtained value for the surface
conductivity is more precise, as the transport behavior in the
n-type sample is now more dominated by the near-surface
region. So, as both values are still consistent within the error
limits, the value resulting from the n-type sample can describe
the conductivity of the Si(100)-(2 × 1) surface state more
precisely as σS,Si(100) = (1.6 ± 0.4) × 10−4 S/�.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we applied an analytically derived N -layer
model for current transport through multiple layers of different

TABLE I. Values for the surface conductivity of different recon-
structed and passivated surfaces of silicon and germanium.

Surface reconstruction Surface conductivity σS

Si(100)-(2 × 1) (1.6 ± 0.4) × 10−4 S/�
Ge(100)-(2 × 1) (3.1 ± 0.6) × 10−4 S/�
Si(111)-(7 × 7) (8.6 ± 1.9) × 10−6 S/� [13]
Bi/Si(111)-(

√
3 × √

3)R30◦ (1.4 ± 0.1) × 10−4 S/� [13]
Ag/Si(111)-(

√
3 × √

3)R30◦ (3.1 ± 0.4) × 10−3 S/� [30]

conductivity including the calculation of the near-surface band
bending to interpret distance-dependent four-point resistance
measurements on semiconductor surfaces. First, the important
role of the space charge region for the current distribution in
the sample was discussed and it was shown that already the
lowest case of the N -layer model, i.e., the three-layer model,
can describe measured four-point resistance data much better
than the often used parallel-circuit model, which completely
neglects the space charge region. The derivation of the
N -layer model and its usage for multiprobe distance-
dependent four-point resistance measurements on surfaces was
presented. Finally, the N -layer model was used for describing
published distance-dependent four-point measurements on
Ge(100) and Si(100) surfaces and values for the conductivities
of the surface states of these materials could be determined as
summarized in Table I. For comparison, values for the surface
conductivities of differently reconstructed and passivated
Si(111) surfaces are also listed. In total, the presented method
is quite generic and can easily be used for many other materials
to determine values for the surface conductivity.

APPENDIX A: DEPTH-DEPENDENT CURRENT DENSITY

The significant influence of the space charge region on the
current transport inside the sample can be visualized by the
depth-dependent current distribution. In Fig. 5, a simulation
of the depth-dependent current density inside the sample is
shown. The absolute value of the in-line component of the
current density j(x,y,z) in the xz plane is plotted as function
of depth z into the sample and lateral distance x along the tip
positioning line. The calculation is based on the three-layer
model with the same parameters as used in Fig. 1(b) and a
distance of 3s = 150 μm for the current injecting tips. For
the first case in Fig. 5(a), a very low conducting space charge
layer with σSC � σB (thickness zSC = 2.5 μm) is used for the
calculation, and the result shows that the majority of the current
flows through the surface layer (thickness zS = 3 Å), whereas
only a very small amount of current is injected through the
space charge layer into the bulk. The current density inside
the bulk material is one order of magnitude lower than in
the case of a vanishing near-surface band bending, where the
space charge layer coincides with the bulk (σSC = σB), which
is depicted in Fig. 5(b).

On the other hand, if an accumulation zone is formed near
the surface with a high conductivity compared to the bulk, this
region can act as an additional conductance channel totally
surpassing the current flow through the bulk and also reducing
the current through the surface states. In this case shown in
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FIG. 5. Color plots of the absolute value of the in-line component of the current density j(x,y,z) in the xz plane as a function of depth
z into the sample and lateral distance x along the tip positioning line. The current density is calculated from the three-layer model for
a distance 3s = 150 μm of the current-injecting tips, and for a sample with a bulk conductivity σB = 0.14 S/m, a surface conductivity
σS = 5.14 × 10−6 S/� and an average thickness z2 = 2.5 μm of the intermediate space charge layer. The average conductivity of the
intermediate space charge layer is varied in the three cases (a)–(c) showing the significant influence of the space charge region on the vertical
current distribution in the sample. According to the three-layer model the red dashed lines indicate the interfaces between the surface, the space
charge layer and the bulk. The black dotted vertical lines mark the position of the current-injecting tips on the surface. (a) In the case of a very
low conducting space charge layer with σSC � σB (σSC = 2.5 × 10−4 S/m), the majority of the current flows through the surface even if the
bulk is highly conductive, as the space charge region acts as a blockade for the injection into the bulk and an enhanced 2D transport can be
observed. (b) If σSC = σB , there is effectively no space charge region and the current flow through the bulk takes place according to the bulk
conductivity. In this case, the four-point resistance on the surface can be approximated by the parallel-circuit model. (c) If the space charge
layer is highly conductive with σSC 	 σB (σSC = 2.5 × 102 S/m), the current flows not only through the surface, but also equally through the
space charge layer, while the current in the bulk is again reduced.

Fig. 5(c), where σSC 	 σB , the current flow through the bulk
is again reduced by an order of magnitude, while not only
transport through the surface states but also through the space
charge region is now preferred equally. As the space charge
layer has a finite thickness, the current transport may seem to
be purely two-dimensional for larger probe spacings and the
usage of the parallel-circuit model for the four-point resistance
on such a system would result in a largely overestimated value
for the surface conductivity.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE ANALYTICAL
N-LAYER CONDUCTANCE MODEL

The N -layer model uses a structure shown in Fig. 6 to
describe the sample properties. It consists of a thin surface
layer, multiple intermediate layers for approximating the space
charge region and a semi-infinite bulk characterized by their
respective conductivities σ0, σn and σN−1, and positions of
the interfaces z0 and zn (n = 1, . . . ,N − 2). At the surface, a
current I is injected by a cylindrical tip with radius rt . Due
to calculation requirements, the surface layer cannot be two-
dimensional, so that a finite thickness of one atomic layer (3 Å)
is assumed. As ∇ · j = 0 for the current density j = σE =
−σ ∇� inside the sample (excluding the injection point), the
electrical potential � in this region can be determined by
solving the Laplace equation

�� = 0 (B1)

in cylindrical coordinates. Taking account of the angle-
independent polar symmetry for one tip, a solution for the

potential in the individual layers is [31]

�0(ρ,z) =
∫ ∞

0

[
a0(k) ekz + a1(k) e−kz

]
J0(kρ) dk , (B2)

�n(ρ,z) =
∫ ∞

0

[
a2n(k) ekz + a2n+1(k) e−kz

]
J0(kρ) dk ,

(B3)

�N−1(ρ,z) =
∫ ∞

0
a2N−2(k) e−kz J0(kρ) dk , (B4)

FIG. 6. The N -layer model consists of a layered sample structure
with N layers described by the conductivities σn and the positions
of the interfaces zn (n = 1, . . . ,N − 2), respectively. The first layer
0 and the last layer N − 1 represent the surface layer and the semi-
infinite bulk, respectively. The other layers in between are used to
approximate the z-dependent conductivity profile of the space charge
region. The current I is injected by a cylindrical tip of radius rt at the
origin on the surface layer.
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with J0 denoting the Bessel function of the first kind. With the
assumption of a uniform current flux beneath the tip contact
the boundary conditions are

σ0
∂

∂z
�0(ρ,0) = −j0 H (rt − ρ) , (B5)

�n−1(ρ,zn−1) = �n(ρ,zn−1) , (B6)

σn−1
∂

∂z
�n−1(ρ,zn−1) = σn

∂

∂z
�n(ρ,zn−1) , (B7)

�N−2(ρ,zN−2) = �N−1(ρ,zN−2) , (B8)

σN−2
∂

∂z
�N−2(ρ,zN−2) = σN−1

∂

∂z
�N−1(ρ,zN−2) , (B9)

resulting from the current injection [Eq. (B5)], as well as
from the continuous transitions of the potential [Eqs. (B6) and
(B8)] and the current density [Eqs. (B7) and (B9)] between
the layers. In Eq. (B5), the expression H (rt − ρ) denotes
the Heaviside step function. According to the uniform flux
condition the injected current density is described by j0 = I

π r2
t

assuming a cylindrical tip with a tip radius of rt ≈ 25 nm,

which seems reasonable for an STM tip. Nevertheless, it turns
out that also other values for the tip radius in the range of 5
to 100 nm do not influence the results of the calculations in
a considerable manner. Besides the uniform flux condition
[17], several other assumptions for the current density at
the injection point have been presented in the literature, i.e.,
the variable flux condition based on the exact solution for a
circular contact on an infinitely thick slab [14] and the Dirac
delta current distribution leading to a ring current density
[18,20]. All approaches are used to approximate the exact
surface boundary condition of constant potential beneath the
probe, which would lead to a more difficult mixed boundary
value problem. However, the differences between the three
conditions are rather small [18,20,32], and especially for
small layer thicknesses compared to the radius of the probe
contacts, as it applies for the highly conductive surface layer
with a thickness of 3 Å, the uniform flux condition is the
best approximation [32], so that we use this condition for the
calculation.

Based on Eqs. (B5)–(B9), a matrix equation determining
the coefficients a0(k), . . . ,a2N−2(k) is derived:

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 −1 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
A0,1 0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0

0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0
0 0 A1,2 0 0 · · · · · · 0
0 0 0 0 · · · · · · 0
...

... 0 0
. . . 0 0 · · · ...

0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0 0 An−1,n 0 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 · · · · · · 0 0
. . . 0

...
... · · · · · · 0 0 0

0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 0 B
0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

a0(k)
a1(k)
a2(k)
a3(k)
a4(k)

...
a2n−2(k)
a2n−1(k)
a2n(k)

a2n+1(k)
...

a2N−3(k)
a2N−2(k)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

I (k,σ0)
0
0
0
0
...
0
0
0
0
...
0
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (B10)

with the submatrices

An−1,n =
( σn−1

σn
− σn−1

σn
e−2kzn−1 −1 e−2kzn−1

1 e−2kzn−1 −1 −e−2kzn−1

)
(B11)

and

B =
( σN−2

σN−1
− σN−2

σN−1
e−2kzN−2 e−2kzN−2

1 e−2kzN−2 −e−2kzN−2

)
, (B12)

and the expression

I (k,σ0) = − j0

σ0

∫ rt

0
ρ J0(kρ) dρ . (B13)

This equation can be solved by means of numerical matrix
inversion of the (2N − 1) × (2N − 1) matrix. As the potential

at the surface (z = 0) can be expressed by

�surf(ρ) = �0(ρ,0) =
∫ ∞

0
[a0(k) + a1(k)]J0(kρ) dk ,

(B14)

only the coefficients a0(k) and a1(k) are relevant for the calcu-
lation. Introducing cartesian coordinates with x = (x y)T

and ρ = |x − x0| =
√

(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 for a tip posi-
tioned at x0, the combined potential on the surface �surf,12 for
a current source at position x01 and a current sink at position
x02 results by superposition in

�surf,12(x) = �surf(|x − x01 |) − �surf(|x − x02 |) . (B15)

Finally, the four-point resistance R4p measured on the surface
is determined by the quotient of the potential difference
between the positions x03 and x04 of the voltage-measuring
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tips and the current I , resulting in

R4p = �surf,12(x03 ) − �surf,12(x04 )

I

= 1

I

∫ ∞

0
[a0(k) + a1(k)] · [

J0(k |x03 − x01 |)
− J0(k |x03 − x02 |) − J0(k |x04 − x01 |)
+ J0(k |x04 − x02 |)

]
dk . (B16)

For the linear probe configuration with equidistant spacing s

between the four tips, Eq. (B16) simplifies to

R4p(s) = 2

I

∫ ∞

0
[a0(k) + a1(k)] [J0(ks) − J0(2ks)] dk .

(B17)

The integral over the Bessel functions in Eq. (B17) can
be evaluated numerically and the result can be fitted to the
four-point measurement data. However, the conductivities
σn and interface positions zn of all N layers are far too
many free parameters for being determined by a single fit.
Therefore the depth-dependent conductivity profile σ (z) of
the space charge region has to be calculated before, based
on the solution of Poisson’s equation using basic material
parameters like the Fermi level pinning of the surface states,
the band-gap, the effective masses, the mobilities and the bulk
doping concentration and type [33]. The approximation of
this conductivity profile by a steplike function of (N − 2)
steps, which is obtained by the condition of a vanishing
integrated difference for each step, then determines the values
for σ1, . . . ,σN−2 and z1, . . . ,zN−2, which are used as input
for the N -layer model. The thickness of the surface layer z0

determines the vertical extension of the surface states and
can be approximated by the thickness of one atomic layer.
However, it shows that a variation in the range from 1 Å to 1 nm
does not significantly change the obtained value for the surface
conductivity and results only in a small deviation below 1%.
The value for the bulk conductivity σN−1 can be determined
by macroscopic resistivity measurements and should be in
agreement with the nominal doping concentration. Finally,
only one free parameter remains to be determined by a fit to
measurement data, which is the surface conductivity σ0.

The error on σ0 is obtained from the fitting error in the
framework of the N -layer model. As input for the fit, errors
for the tip positions, the measured four-point resistance, the
calculated conductivity profile of the space charge region and
the bulk conductivity are used. As the calculation of the
band bending uses several approximations, it is reasonable
to assume a larger error on the obtained conductivity profile.
However, it shows that even a relative error of 50% leads
only to an error of approximately 5% to 15% in the surface
conductivity. The exact value depends both on the shape of
the conductivity profile and on the absolute values for the
surface and bulk conductivity. For example, if the current
transport is mostly surface or bulk dominated, a large error
for the calculated conductivity profile does not have much
influence on the obtained surface conductivity value. On the
other hand, if the space charge region forms an inversion layer,
the exact shape of the conductivity profile is more important,
as it controls the current injection into the bulk. Nevertheless,

for the conductivity profiles shown in Figs. 2–4, the relative
error is assumed to be below 50%, so that the resulting errors
on the surface conductivity fit well in the denoted error limits
of the values.

APPENDIX C: COMPARISON OF THREE-LAYER
AND N-LAYER MODELS

If the N -layer model is directly compared to the three-layer
model, the obvious main difference is the more detailed
description of the space charge region in the framework of
the N -layer model. However, in order to apply the N -layer
model, it is necessary to know the exact z-dependence of the
conductivity in the space charge region, as otherwise there are
far too many fit parameters, i.e., two for each of the (N − 2)
layers. The z-dependent conductivity profile can be obtained
by a calculation using basic material parameters, which are
well known for semiconductors. However, if other material
systems are studied, these material parameters might not be
known exactly and the calculation of the conductivity profile
might be difficult or not possible. Also if the preparation
method of the sample influences the near-surface doping
concentration, the calculated conductivity profile might be not
very accurate. In these cases, the N -layer model cannot be
used, but a description of the measured four-point resistances
by the three-layer model is still possible, as here the average
conductivity and the average width of the space charge region
are only two single fit parameters, which can be obtained
by a fit to the resistance data. Certainly, the description of
the space charge region is now much more approximated,
but nevertheless it is possible to obtain an approximate value
for the surface conductivity for the studied material from the
three-layer model. A further point concerning the applicability
of the three-layer and N -layer models is that the difference
between the two models also depends on the shape of
the space charge region conductivity profile and the values
of the surface and bulk conductivity. If the transport is
mostly surface or bulk dominated, then the three-layer model
might be precise enough. However, if the space charge
region contributes significantly to current transport in lateral
direction, then the description by the three-layer model might
not be sufficient any more. Also if the space charge region
consists of an inversion layer, the approximation by a single
step function cannot be very precise and the N -layer model
has to be used instead.

In order to demonstrate and visualize the possible dif-
ferences between the three-layer and N -layer model with
different number of layers N for two cases of sample
parameters, a simulation of the distance-dependent four-point
resistance is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), the calculated
four-point resistance is plotted as function of the equidistant
probe spacing based both on the three-layer model and the
N -layer model with N = 40 for different values of the surface
conductivity. In the inset, the steplike approximations of the
space charge layer for N = 3 and 40 are depicted exhibiting
an equal area below the curves. The calculation is based on
the values of the n type, almost intrinsic Ge sample shown
in Fig. 3 and only the surface conductivity is varied by a
factor up to 100 for the different colored curves. The blue
curve corresponds to the measurement data in Fig. 3 (only
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FIG. 7. (a) Calculated four-point resistance for different values of
the surface conductivity (colored curves) as function of the equidistant
probe distance s based on the three-layer model (dashed lines) and the
N -layer model (solid lines) with N = 40. The calculation parameters
for the bulk conductivity and the space charge layer profile are
based on the n type, almost intrinsic Ge sample (45 � cm) shown in
Fig. 3. The blue curves correspond to the four-point resistance in the
equidistant setup using the measured value of σ0 = 3.4 × 10−4 S/�
according to Fig. 3(a), while the green and red curves show the
expected four-point resistance for a reduced surface conductivity
value by a factor of 10 and 100, respectively. In the inset, the
conductivity profile of the space charge layer (red curve) and both
the approximations by the three-layer model (blue) and the N -layer
model (green) are shown. (b) Calculated four-point resistance based
on different multilayer models with different number of layers N

(colored curves) as function of the equidistant probe spacing s.
For the calculation, an n-doped sample with a bulk resistivity of
10 � cm and a surface conductivity of 1.6 × 10−7 S/� is assumed.
The resulting calculated space charge conductivity profile exhibiting
a strong inversion zone is shown in the inset (black curve). The
steplike approximations for the different values of N are indicated by
the dashed and solid colored curves.

the four-point resistance for an equidistant probe setup is now
plotted) and the difference between the description by the
three-layer and N -layer model is quite small. The error in the
obtained surface conductivity is below 3% and so fits well
in the denoted error limits given in Fig. 3. The reason for
the small difference is the high surface conductivity of the
Ge samples compared to the near-surface conductivity of the
inversion layer. So, the transport is mostly surface dominated
and the space charge region does not contribute significantly
to the current transport in lateral direction. This enables the
rough description of the increasing near-surface conductivity
by only a single value, as shown in the inset in Fig. 7(a), without
producing a large error. However, if the surface conductivity
is reduced by a factor of 10 or 100, the contribution of the
space charge region to the lateral current transport increases
and the near-surface conductivity has to be taken into account
more precisely. This is visualized by the green and red curves
showing an increasing deviation between the three-layer and
N -layer model for decreasing surface conductivity. For the
green curve, the error on the surface conductivity would be
approximately 13%, while in the case of the red curve it would
be already approximately 20%. This shows that the three-
layer model can be suitable in some cases, but in general the
N -layer model is more precise and takes into account more
information about the sample. So, if the N -layer model is
usable, i.e., if the material parameters are known, it should be
preferred.

Figure 7(b) shows a calculation based on the N -layer
model for different number of layers N . Again, the four-point
resistance is plotted as function of the equidistant probe
spacing s. In order to demonstrate the difference compared
to the three-layer model, a strong inversion layer (inset) and
a small surface conductivity of σS = 1.6 × 10−7 S/� were
chosen. In this case, the three-layer model cannot describe
the conductivity profile properly, and the expected four-point
resistance (blue curve) deviates strongly from the calculated
resistance based on the N -layer model with N = 40 (red
curve), which describes the conductivity profile very precisely.
Compared to N = 40, the usage of only the three-layer model
would result in this case in a large relative error of 2.2 for
the obtained surface conductivity. If more than three layers
are used, the error decreases rapidly. In the case of N = 4
and 5 layers, the error for the surface conductivity would be
approximately 20% compared to the detailed description by the
N = 40 layer model. If the number of layers is increased up to
N = 12, the error reduces to only 2%. This shows that a further
increase of the layer number would not increase significantly
the precision of the obtained surface conductivity values, and
that already a quite small number of layers (10 to 20 layers) is
suitable to obtain values with a small error, which reduces the
time consumption for the calculations. Certainly, the form and
the extent of the space charge region has a significant influence
of the required number of layers, so that it should be chosen
specifically for the sample system under study.
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